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What Was Our Big Idea?

UNT needed to advance our user community’s 
understanding of the data they work with each day.

UNT understood a relationship exists between a 
campus user’s data knowledge, skills, and abilities  
and their ability to fully realize the value of analytics 

for decision making. 

Our 1,200+ trained users brought with them a wide 
range of data competencies that made normalizing 

training more challenging.

As data consumption expanded on campus through 
our self-service analytics, we heard users were 
feeling overwhelmed with all the information.

The State of Texas passed a bill (SB 475) that 
requires a broader focus on data literacy and 

appropriate personal responsibilities for usage.

Fundamentally 
Shift 

Conversations 
About Data 
Literacy on 

Campus



MOST HIGHER ED PRACTITIONERS…
• Refer to data as reports 
• Don’t typically question historic approaches to 

analysis (it’s worked for us this long)
• Are more comfortable looking at data that 

reflects a known and certain ”past”
• Look for averages and frequencies as the primary 

unit of measurement to make decisions
• Believe that it will take too long /be too hard 

to learn new approaches
• Cannot always fully articulate a deliberate 

approach to data-informed decision making
• Wish they could just know the basics of more 

advanced analysis opportunities

DON’T FOLLOW THE CROWD



Our Campus 
Communities 

are Trained to:

• Engage and serve students

• Teach, grade, and guide conversations

• Learn the necessary tasks of our roles

• Learn the policies and procedures of our institution

• Understand and follow State and Federal laws/standards

• Be better managers, supervisors, and leaders

• Navigate campus student information systems and other workspaces’

• Yet when it comes to data related to these roles or campus, our colleagues are 
often ill-equipped and lacking

Image: Adobe Firefly



“the ability to read, write and communicate data in context, 
including an understanding of data sources and constructs, 
analytical methods and techniques applied, and the ability to 
describe the use case, application and resulting value.” 
Gartner, 2021

Source: https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/a-data-and-analytics-leaders-guide-to-data-literacy 

WHAT IS UNT’S DEFINITION OF DATA LITERACY?
noun: talent, skill, or proficiency in a particular area.

https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/a-data-and-analytics-leaders-guide-to-data-literacy


How Did We Bridge The Gap Between 
Aspiration and Implementation?



So What Did We Do?
1. Deployed a live training via zoom to test concepts. While this worked it was very 

time intensive.
2. Knew we wanted to transition to formalized employee development ecosystem.
3. BI Analyst, Director of Data Management, and AVP collaborated on course design 

and content
4. Met with Digital Strategy team and HR training team to develop a plan.
5. Course brought into UNT Bridge training system 

(3rd party software managed by the Office of Compliance)
6. Course edited in several rounds. Videos taken for major sections.
7. Course transformed for accessibility purposes
8. Total time investment: 80 hours
9. Total learner time in seat: 20-25 minutes
10. Learner reporting and role-based access availability
11. Work beginning on part 2. Focusing on analysis techniques and storytelling with 

data.



MORE INFORMATION ON THE COURSE





















































































































DAIR’s Training Process Flow
• All trainings have now been moved to our UNT Bridge Ecosystem
• DAIR grants role-based permissions upon successfully completing Insights 

2.0 training and ensuring FERPA status is active
• DAIR requires all trained users to also submit a user agreement form that 

outlines the roles and responsibilities of being a member of the Insights 
analytic community

• DAIR is strongly recommending that the Data Literacy course be taken prior 
to Insights 2.0 training to help level set the community on the basics of 
understanding what data we utilize on campus

• Training launched in early February so usage statistics are not yet available. 
We plan on pulling data in end of May to set a benchmark for future.



Closing Thoughts & 
Next Steps



Q&A?



Allen Dominguez Anzo, Data Warehouse Analyst
allen.Dominguez@unt.edu

www.linkedin.com/in/allen-d-735054152/

Dan Hubbard, Ph.D., Director of Data Management
daniel.hubbard!@unt.edu

www.linkedin.com/in/drdanhubbard/

Jason Simon, Ph.D., Associate Vice President
Jason.simon@unt.edu 

www.linkedin.com/in/jasonfsimon/

Want More Information 
or to Follow Up?
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